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Suite 300

624 Ninth Street, NW'IBROWDV • til
Washington, D.C. 20001-5303 AND NEIMARffl.ef: Infg.US.200(SF)

U. ~t~': Mr. Norman J. Latker URG-EN1 .'''CC~ .'.>:

-

A. Takahashi

K. Takei

A. Mizushiri

K. Yamada
M. accro (Overseas Sec.)

H. lwei (Overseas sec)

T. Hosokawa

Re: Infringement and Invalidation Study and Opinion
In rei U.S. Pat. No. 5897168 vs. Our Clients' Invention

Dear Mr. Latker:

We are writing to you, as Mr. Roger L. Browdy is not available, requesting !/lat you
please IMMEDIATELY attend to preparing an expertise careful jUdgement and opinion about
the infringeability of our clients' invention upon the U.S. Pat. No. 5897168 and the p,rospect
for invalidating such U.S. patent. This U.S. patent is now under dispute, as discussed
later. We would appreciate receiving your best opinion letter, firstly VIA FA)" : befon;
:JM!y 22 2g~, and secondly receiving the original one via ~PECIAL AIR CQlI~ befo~

July 27! 2000. Thank you for your immediate cooperation for insuring such arrival. i

Enclosed herewith are the following materials for your study and analysis:'

Description on our clients' invention (die-cast seat back frame and seat
cushion frame) with drawinqs, as marked "N.

\
"..-A copy of patent specification of the U.S. Patent No. 5897168 in

question, as marked "X".

Relevant prior-art references:

a) a copy of U.S. Patent No. 46732t5, as marked "B"
b) a copy of U.S. Patent No. 5328248, as marked "C" ,
c) a copy of Japanese U.M. Pub No. 57-81662', as marked "D" alon~

with the English translation thereof.

Hereinafter, our clients' invention shall be referred to as " invention "A" ", ~nd the
U.S. Pat. No. 5897168 as "USP168". Regarding the references, the U.S. Pa~. Nos.
4673215 and 5328248 be referred as "USP215" and "USP248", respectively, Bind the
Japanese publication as "JP662".

Cont'd...1
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The following two points are our major concerns:

June 21, 2000

(1) Infringeability of our clients' invention "A" on the USP168

I " ,/~:J / (I;' r:x; A/tr r? (

P,eafe f,tepmjbe"whetherthe invention "A" may be infringed on the""
claims 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 11 and 12 ofthe USP168, or not. This is a first
concer~oTo~r ~Iients~ -

(2) Invalidation possibility of the USP168

Is it possible to invalidate all the claims of the USP168 by relying on
the foregoing three references USP215, USP248 and JP662? Our
clients wish to know a firm basis for invalidation of the USP168".

Our opinions regarding the USP168

We will set forth our opinions for all the claims of USP168 in sequences as.below.

1) Claim 1

I
We would fear that the invention "A" seems to be structurally identical the ('

Claim 1, except that the central web (1a) of lateral frame section (1)
is inclined outwardly as shown in Figs. 1 (b) and 1 (c). Please advise "
whether the invention "A" will infringe on this Claim 1 or not.

i

On the other hand, we are of the opinion that the Claim 1 can be invJlidated
by showing the combination of the USP215 and USP248. What is your pwn
opinion about that? --.... '

2) Claim 2

We would fear that the lower crossbar section (3) of invention "A" seems to
be identical to the lower tie-rod (8) claimed in the Claim 2. However, !he

illustrated configuration of such lower die-ro7()is in the form of a WidelY'",'""
expanded flat plate, in contrast to the lower Aossbar section (3) having a
relatively narrow band shape. /, .,.

1 ~~~~~.,.'
" 'AI ug ',",,".. /j.... -, ~

Cont'd...!
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June 21, 2000

the Claim 2 can be invalidated by the USP248,

Claims 3 and 4

On the other hand,
suppose.

i
I

Since the framework of invention "A" does not include any cover (8a) fori,
transfer rod and any upholstery hooks (16), we are of the opinion that the!
invention "A" does not infringe on those claims 3 and 4. Also, we expect!,
that the combination of the USP215 and USP248 will invalidate the claims 31
and 4. I

3)

BROWDY AND NEIMARK, P.L.L.C.
Mr. Norman J. Latker.
Page 3
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4) Claim 5 f
I
!

The invention "An has a thickened part (1c-1 or 1c-2) formed at the edqe of
flange portion (1b) . The thickened part is of course of a large thickness
relative to the flange and web portions (1b ) (1a) ,which we believe would

j
be different from the lip (4a) stated in the Claim 5 and thus a basis for al/oiding
infringement on the Claim 5. Also, we expect that the USP248 can b~ used
as a material for invalidation of the same Claim 5.---1 f --> I,

5) Claim 6

j

We would admit that the invention "A" includes plural apertures (4h, ~h), as
descried therein, which can correspond to those (11,12) described ill t~is

Claim 6, and thus there may exit an infringement on that claim. But, w~
presume that the Claim 6 might be invalidated by showing the cornblnahon of

1
USP248 and JP662. !

f

6) Claims 7 and 8

I
Apparently, the invention "A" has no identical structure to the specificI

parts (17) in the side pieces as claimed in the Claims 7 and 8. Hence,
we believe that any infringement could not be established in that regard. I
But, we expect that those two claims can be invalidated by the USP2481

!

Cont'd...1
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7) Claim 9

June 21,2000 }

I
i

l
I
t
{
f

!
1
f
i

The invention "A" includes a pair of headrest stay guide portions (5)
integrally formed in the upper crossbar section (2). Each of the headrest
stay guide portions (5) is formed with an upper guide recession (2a) an~ a
lower guide recession (2b). This construction might be identical to wha:t is
described in the Claim 9, which we can admit would comprise an infring~ment

I
on that claim. But, invalidation of Claim 9 can be made by showing th~

. 1
JP662, we suppose, because the headrest stay support structure descn~ed

in the JP662 in conjunction with Figs. 1 and 2 is considered identical to that
defined in the Claim 9 in terms of structure. However, the whole frame,1 of

t
JP662 is formed integrally from a synthetic resin material, which is a diffe,rent
aspect from the magnesium die-cast frame of USP168, though.

8) Claim 10

Claims 11 and 12

!
9)

The invention "A" has a pair of upper and lower casting sprues (6) (7 p.
As seen from the drawings, the upper casting sprue (6) is disposed in (he
central point of upper crossbar section (2) whereas the lower casting sptue
(7) disposed in the central point of lower cross bar section (3 ). Thi~
vertical central arrangement is different from the locations of casting sprues as
define in the Claim 10. Such casting sprue is described as being desi~nated
by 18) which however can not be found in the drawings of USP168. pur
onion is therefore that any infringement will not be comprised in this res~ect.

'e also presume that the Claim 10 can be invalidated by both USP215 a~d
I

USP248. What is your opinion? I

tfJ dn<cw '~11 I
e
f
1

I
We fear that the invention "A" seem identical to what are defined in thqse

method claims 11 and 12. Thus, infringeability of the invention "A" rhay
I,

possibly be comprised in this particular aspect upon those two claims. IBut,
f

invalidation of both claims 11 and 12 can be made on the basis of the USP248.
What is your opinion on those points.

Cont'd...1
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June 21, 2000

We would like you to carefully study the above-noted points as well as the att~ched
documents. You may present any explicit, honest opinions if you have any other eff~ctive

suggestions or possible breakthrough to the contrary, after reviewing each of our opi~ions.

As usual, this opinion should be dUly prepared in the privileged confidential statementltorm.
We expect your excellent analysis and keen opinion on this matter for the sake of our clients'
important rights. At the same time, we welcome your honest opinion for determining the
infringeability points of the invention nAn and a prospect for success in invalidatinb the
USP168 in question.

\

On this case also, we are strongly asked by our clients to maintain your total
charges within US$ 4,000.00. Thus, you kind coopration to limit your total charges not
above U$ 4,000.00. while keeping your high quality works will be highly appreciated, in
view of our many new cases and long good business relation as well as for the sake 6f our
clients.

, If you have any inquiry on this matter, please immediately BY FAX let us know!

We look forward to your valuable opinion firstly VIA FAX BEFORE JULY 22,:2000,
and secondly via SEPCIAL AIR COURIER before July 27, 2000.

With best regards,

P(e()l~e CoY\.{,rWl

sr R~r{JI<N ~

/'--,

MG/rs:OS.PASCO
Encls.

t

Yours very truly,

~
M. Gocho, Director,
Overseas Section

---.----------._-~__,._----. -L~.~~-



Description of Our Clients' Invention
\eJ

I
~
1

Figs. 1 (a) through 1 (g) illustrates a seat back frame (5B) of an autorrlotive
f

seat. Figs. 2 (a) to 2 (c) illustrates a seat cushion frame (5C) of the automotive lseat.
!

Each of the seat back and cushion frames ( 5B) (5C) is formed by die casting from a
I:

magnesium alloy into a single integral body in the shown configuration.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Fig. 1 (a) is a schematic perspective view of a seat back frame (5B).

Fig. 1 (b) is a.sectional view taken along the line A - A in Fig. 1 (a) .

Fig. 1 (c) is a sectional view taken along the line B - B in Fig. 1 (a) .

Fig. 1 (d) is a sectional view taken along the line C - C in Fig. 1 (a) , which al!o
r

shows a lateral slide die (8).

Fig. 1 (e) is a sectional view taken along the line D - D in Fig. 1 (a) . I
1
j

Fig. 1 (f) is a partly broken perspective view showing a headrest stay guide portion
f

t
( 5 ) formed in the upper crossbar section (2 ) . I

I
Fig. 1 (g) is a sectinal view taken along the line E - E in Fig. 1 (f) . I

f
Fig. 2 (a) is fI schematic perspective view of a seat cushion frame (5B). !

I
t

Fig. 2 (b) is a sectional view taken along the line A - A in Fig 2 (a) . i

Fig. 2 ( c) is ~ sectional view taken along the line B - B in Fig. 2 (a) .

While not shown, both seat back and cushion frames (5B) (5C) are for~ed,
t

using upper and lower casting dies by one single operation. They are each die cast into
l
f

one integral body, except for such separate fittings as spring retainers (9) and replining

device (16). I
I

The seat back frame ( 5B) is comprised of a pair of spaced-apart lateral Iframe
t

sections (1) (1), an upper crossbar section (2) and a lower crossbar section (3 j" all
j

of them being formed integarlly together by die casting as stated above. As shown\ the
I

-1-



(1) .

As shown in Fi~. 1 (e) ,

the upper crossbar section ( 2) .

t
!

upper crossbar section (2) itself forms a complete integral upper part of the frame (98),
t

whereas on the other hand, the lower crossbar section ( 3 ) is formed in a gen?rally
[
1

rectinear band shape and integrally extended between the two lower end portions respectively of
i

two lateral frame sections (1) . I,
Each lateral frame section (1) has a generally Z profile or cross-section, as shokn in

:t

Figs. 1 (b) - 1 (d), which includes: a center web portion (1 a); a pair of dange
I
1

portions (1 b) (1b), each extending from the center web portion (1a ) in a direction
i
I

opposite to each other; and a pair of first and second thickened portions (1 c-1 ) (1 c-2)
I
j

each being formed in the respective distal ends of the two flange portions (1 b) . ! It is
1

noted here that, as shown, the centerweb portion (1 a) is inclined in the direction ouMardlY
l

of the frame, and that the first and second thickened portions (1 c-t ) (1 c-2) extendl from

their respective flange portions (1 b ) in a direction toward each other. DesignAtions
I
I

( 11) denote plural holes in which spring retainers (9) are respectively inserted as s~en in
f

Fig. 1 (c). Plural support springs (e.g. zig-zag spirngs) are extended between thl:l two
f

lateral frame sections (1) and retained there by egaging their ends over such spring retainers
r

( 9) , thereby serving the purpose to resiliently support the back of a passenger. I
s
i

Defined in the upper crossbar section (2) are a pair of headrest stay guide pct,rtions
f

( 5) (5) , each having upper and lower guide recessions (2a) (2b) , wherein there ar~ thus

defined two support re~ions (2a-1) (2b-1) , in each of which, through-holes (2c ) (~c)
j

are formed in a coaxally alligned manner, as shown in Figs. 1 (f) and 1 (g) .! As

indicated in Fig. 1 (g) 1 a headrest stay may be inserted through both two trhough-hoesl( 2c )

in order for a headrest body (not shown) to be securely supported on the seat backrrame

f
t

a casting sprue (6) is formed midway (central point) in
t

On the other hand, another casting sprue ( t) is
i

formed midway in the lower crossbar section ( 3) , as in Fig. 1. Hence, both two ~prues
s
I

( 6) (7) are arranged on the samevertical central line of the frame (1).

Designations (4) (4) represent a pair of securing areas to which are fixedly sJcured
r

a corresponding pair qf reclining devices (see the one (16 ) in Fig. 2 (a) for instJce)
1

-2-



is
(

having an operative connection between the seat back and cushion frames (S8) (SC) .1
Each securing area \ 4 ) has a plural apertures (4h) by way of which the reclining d~vice

r

and other fitting members may be connected as by securing bolts and nuts to the seat !back
1

frame (1). As understandable from Fig. 1 (d) , those apertures (4h)

the securing area (4) by means of a suitable lateral slide die (8).

f
are formf<! in

~
Referring now to Figs. 2 (a) to 2 (c) ,

~
there is illustrated a seat cushion (rame

t

(SC) which is also formed by die casting from a manensium alloy, comprising a p~ir of
I

lateral frame sections (10) and a pair of crossbar sections (12) in an integral manner.
I
i

As can be seen from Figs. 2 (b) and 2 ( c), each of the lateral frame sections
I

( 10) is composed of a center web portion (1 Oa ) and a pair of first and second ,ange

portions (1 Ob-1 ) (10\>-2) . While those two flange portions extend from the cente~ web
1

portion (1 Oa ) in a direction opposite to each other, the second flange portion (1 Ob-2) is
f
I

of a generally"....r- " configuration in the cross-section, including two horizontal ijange
I

regions defined inwardly of the frame (SC).

A pair of securing areas (13) are defined in the respective ends of the two (~teral

frame sections (10). As similar to the seat back frame (S8), formed in each se!uirng
t

area (13) are plural apertures (13h) by way of which the reclining device (16 )I and

As indicated in [Fig. 2
}

Designations (1 Oh ) denote plural spring retaining apertures.

( SC) . Of course, those apertures (13h)

die, like the one (8) shown in Fig. 1 (d) .

other fitting members may be connected as by securing bolts and nuts to the seat cushion ~rame
I

are formed by means of a suitable latera,l slide
r

I

sectioins (10) to resiliently support the buttoks portion of a passenger.

(c), the end of each spring (e.g. zig-zag spring) is securely engaged in each ot!those
f

apertures (1 Oh), so that plrual springs may be extended between the two lateral !frame

t

-3-
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A frame of a backrest or a seat made or metal for a mqtor
vehicle seat can be produced from magnesium in a single
operation. The frame employs a design which uses a
Z-shaped profile as its basic geometry and is produced ~s a
magnesium die casting. 1
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2 !
j

Improvements and further embodiments will be shown po
the' subordinate claims. \

By virtue of the invention it is being achieved that the
magnesium die cast part produced can be easily, that is 10s~y

5 by simply pulling an upper and a lower die apart, removed
from the die. Subsequent machining is generally only
needed at special locations, such as the areas for injectibg
material. Without any difficulty, a design is feasible which
permits the dissipation of energy by deformation. According

10 to the invention, the design space can be utilized in] a
similarly favorable fashion as in the case of conventional .
steel designs. In the regions of the structure, which are
subjected to lower stresses, there is no problem in making
the wall thickness thinner than in the case of the regions,
which are subjected to higher stresses. Tapering for the

15 removal from the dies is generally not required for the
Z-profile. i

In accordance with the invention, a Zcproflle is contem
plated as the basic geometric shape. This profile can be
produced in a simple or an extended form. The concept of a

20 "Zcprofile", within the scope of the invention, includes also
a modified Z-profile, to which, so to speak, an additionaltZ
(or L) is added at the lower or upper horizontal line of the
Z. By doing this, the ease of removal from the die, that isto
say, the removal from the die by means of pulling the upper

25 and the lower. die apart, is preserved. However, additional
lateral slides can be provided in the forming tool, which
make it possible to generate complicated forms, flat surfaces
without a taper or a lead angle for removal from the die (fpr _
the purpose of joining mechanical elements), and also the

30 necessary reinforcement by means of ribs, which is required"
in many areas. In individual cases.or in individual areas pf
the support structure, the Zcprofile-c-which merely reprf- ,.
sents the basic geometry-can also be simplified into an .
L-profile. ! 

Within the framework of the invention, the magnesium
die casting can consist of pure magnesium, but also 01'1 a
magnesium alloy. Preferred are alloys which consist mainly
of magnesium, especially those with 90% or more
magnesium, which are resistant against being attacked ~y

40 the atmosphere, against water, acids, alkaline solutions, oils
and fats, that is to say against the substances, with which t~e
support structure in a motor vehicle or in the repair shop m~y
come into contact. !

The support structure of a seat frame produced in acccr-
45 dance with the invention can be equipped with ribs, which

are to be determined in a known manner by means hf
strength calculations. Receptacles for a lateral cover of t~e
seat as well as for a-balancing-spring 'in a-possibly contem..·
plated height adjustment device of the seat can be preferably

50 integrated into the base of the seat (the front edge of tl}e
seat). The structure or the profile can be produced without
difficulty in such a manner, that the connecting members fbr
the addition of springs below the seat are to be provided
without the use of additional slides in the die casting form.

55 Furthermore, the upholstery hooks as well as a cover for t~e
mechanical adjustment elements of the height adjustment
device of the seat can be integrated into the lateral parts Of,
the seat of the support structure. Furthermore, the contours
and the wall thickness of the rear tie-bar of the support

60 structure can be optimized in such a manner that especially
in the case of the option without height adjustment, any
additional tie-rod for both of the side parts of the seals
becomes unnecessary. Finally, the connection of the seat
frame to the seat rails, which are provided on the floor panels

65 of the motor vehicle-for example in order to save weig*,
and particularly for an option without height adjustment-j-
can be limited to three points each. I

5,897,168
1

VEHICLE SEAT FRAME

BACKGROUND OF 1HE INVENTION

1. Field of the' Invention

The invention concerns a frame of a back-rest or seat
made of metal for the seat of a motor vehicle. It further
concerns a process for the manufacture of the frame.

2. Description of the Prior Art
In the manufacture of automobiles magnesium alloys are

used because of their low specific gravity and their strength.
Among the alloys, which consist essentially of magnesium,
the so-called "electron metals" (or "Dow metals") may be
worth considering; these are alloys consisting of 90% or
more magnesium witb-depending on the application addi
tions of, for example, aluminum, zinc; manganese, copper or
silicon, which are, in contrast to aluminum, insensitive to
alkaline solutions, and which make weight savings of 80%
as compared to iron possible, and even in comparison with
aluminum alloys, such as Duralumin, weight savings of 20
to 40% are possible. By means of pickling them in a nitric
acid containing alkaline dichromate bath, the electron metals
can be given a coating, which protects them against being
attacked by the atmosphere. Alloys of 98% magnesium and
2% manganese are practically permanently resistant to
water.

In particular, the magnesium alloys with a high proportion
of magnesium seem, therefore, to be predestined for the
manufacture of vehicles, if weight savings combined with
high mechanical strength are being desired. A problem in the
application of magnesium for the production of the compli
cated support structures or frames of motor vehicle seats
consists in the fact that magnesium cannot be spot welded.
Therefore, if need be, only screws or rivets can be basically
considered for the purpose of joining magnesium. The 35
complicated core-containing dies, which are known from the
support structure designs used for designing with steel, not
only increase the cost of the dies, but generally also require
substantial subsequent machining. Because in contrast to
iron or steel profiles, cast magnesium profiles cannot be
bent, the C-profiles -typical for steel cannot be produced
without complicated die work and efforts for removing parts
from the dies, as well as with subsequent machining. But
because the mechanical strength or the material hardness of
magnesium and the alloys with a high proportion of mag
nesium is below that of steel, it is necessary in the case of
the otherwise desirable substitution of magnesium for steel,
to -compensate-for-the-reduced- strength of-the-material,
among other things, by the choice of the shape of the
magnesium profile.

The "invention is based on the problem of generating a
magnesium profile for the support structure of a motor
vehicle seat or the back rest pertaining to it, which can be die
cast in one work process in such a way that not only the cost
of the die used, but also the cost of removal from the die and
of any possible subsequent machining are to be minimal.

The solution in accordance with the invention consists for
support structure of the initially referred to type is that it be
made according to a design-i.e. a structural assembly
which has a Z-profile as its basic geometry and consists of
a magnesium die casting. According to a further aspect of
the invention, the design is laid out for a magnesium die
casting tool functioning in accordance with the "waffle iron
principle". In a process according 10 the invention for the
manufacture of a support structure, it is die cast in a single
operation in a die according to the waffle iron principle, in
which process preferably a die without a core is used.
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if a Z-profile is provided which is further modified in ~he
manner defined above. f

The vehicle seat back-rest frame shown in FIG. 1 consikts
5 of spaced side pieces 6, having upper ends 6aand lower e~ds

6b, an upper tie-rod 7 connected to the upper ends of the $~de

pieces and a lower tie-rod 8 connected to the lower endjof
the side pieces forming a generally rectangular or trapezoi
dal cast body. In an alternative form, the lower tie-rod S clay

10 be omitted forming a three sided frame. The side pieces 4an
be equipped with an aperture 9 for a side airbag and/or wJth
an aperture 11 or apertures 11 and 12 for the unlocking of {he
tilt mechanism in the case of two-door vehicles. RecesseshO-s
for a head rest can be integrated into the upper tie-rod 7.1Ihe

15 recess 10 may consist, according to the drawing, of crt,>ss
struts 13~ placed one above the other, and the'
attacbment, contouring and wall thickness of which are jclbe r
optimized for the desired values of strength in such a man¥.;er

20 that the product~on of the recess does not require ~ny

additional slides during the die casting process. f
Thelower tie-rod-S bas a cover ~a integrated tberein for

~-- . . t
a transfer rOd'Slf.,} seat adiustmen.l. mechanism to extend 1
across tbe seat fraine. The lower tie-rod is further formed

25 with upholst~}'~¥oo~8b Which 'are used to allac~ the ~bal, (/
upholstery to the frame~gn/esium castin s' rues J§..~re' .f
located at the side pieces 6 or ower tie-rc .' These canjbe .
used as a re'ceptacle for a'back rest adjustm~t device dU~ to

30 the increased strength provided by the extra material of the
sprue. TIle side pieces 6 are integrally formed with upl:(~l

stery hooks or support brackets 17 which can be used; to
fmount the seat upholstery, an upholstery strap, or the draw

spring of a wire mat. t
35 A frame in accordance with the invention for a seat felr a

motor vehicle can be manufactured from magnesium it a
:\

single operation, if it consists of a design, which has the
Z-profi1e as its basic geometry, and if it is produced by }he

40 magnesium die casting process. ,
We claim: {
1.. A frame (3) for a vehicle seat assembly characterized, in

that ithas a single piece body cast of-magnesium alloy
having,a pair of spacedelongat~~,~,~~~ pieces (6) each having

45 upper and lower eods (6a, 6b) atid an upper tie-rod K7)
connected to the upper ebds of the side pieces, the slde
pieces having a profile (4) whis<htis generally Z-shaped vjith
a center-web (14) having opposite side-edges (14a, 14b)~nd
flanges (15) extending "from the side edges in opposite

50 directions relative to-one another and ata~l~ast
ninety......degrees to the center web. ' f

2.tThe frame-of claim 1 characterized in that the single
piece cast body further comprises a Icwer tie-rod (8) cpn-
nected to the lower ends of. the side pieces.' I

3. The frame according to-claim 2, characterized by a
cover (8a) for a transfer rod which is integrated into (the
lower tie-rod (8) of the frame, i

4. The frame according to claim 2 characterized Iby
upholstery hooks ,U§)~hJ8Ntre integrated into the later

60 tie-rod of the frames. f/7.e 'f
5. The frame of claim.it characterized by a lip (~a)

extending from a distal edge of one of the flanges of (the
Z-shaped profile of the side pieces, the lip extending gen-
erally parallel to the- center web. I

6. The frame of claim 1 characterized in that the side
pieces include apertures (11, 12) for attaching hardware to
attach the frame to a supporting structure. l'

Also, the support structure of a back-rest frame to be
made, according to the invention, from a magnesium die
casting is constructed for reasons of strength, as far as its
basic geometry -is concerned, from a Z-profile with the
corresponding use of ribs for the side pieces. In this context,
the upholstery as well as the connecting members of the
draw spring of a wire mat, which forms the basis for the
upholstery, can be integrated into the side pieces of the
back-rest. The contouring of the upper tie-rod as well as of
its connection with the side pieces of the back-rest of the seat
can, like all the remaining contouring of the entire support
structure, be determined by strength calculations and
designed on the basis of a simple or an expanded Z-profile.

The back-rest frames in accordance with the invention can
also be equipped with recesses for a head rest; these should
preferably consist of .lateral struts, which are placed one
above the other, and the positioning, contouring and wall
thickness of which should also be optimized by calculations
in accordance with the desired values of strength. The design
can be fashioned according to further aspects of the inven
tion in such a manner that the casting of the recesses does not
require any additional slides in the die casting form. In order
to attach a head rest, a design can be chosen, which not only

tallows an easy removal from the die, but als-~, after. the
installatio~ ~f ~ bushing, for example a plastic enclosure, the
use of exisung head rests. In the frame of the back-rest,
recesses for an adju~tment,,~~yice of tl:le.back~rest of the seat
are to be provided;;'pr.efc~abjY'-6Y mgans of a massive

m.!gn,esjuJP", c~~rue. In doing th~F~~~~~ mag
nesium castingsprue tClg~,t~erwith the optimized recesses in
the r~st __?,~Jhe,deslgn should generate a stable and yet
light~weight unit. Finally, a cover for a transfer rod as well
as the upholstery hooks can be integratedfiiio the lower
tie-rod at the frame of the back-restof the seat.

Detaii~"of'ihe invention will be explained on the basis of
a schematic drawing of an example of an embodiment of the
invention. The following is shown:

FIG. 1 is a schematic presentation of a forming tool (for
the back-rest of the seat) for the magnesium die casting,
which consists partly of an exploded view; and

FIG. 2 is a section along the line II-II of FIG. 1.

In the magnesium die casting tool, which consists of an
upperdieLanda lowerdie Z accordingto FIG. 1; the vehicle
seat frame which, as a whole, is given the designation 3, is
shown as the example of an embodiment of the invention.

From FIG. 2 it can be seen that the vehicle seat frame has
a Z-profile or cross section 4 as its basic geometry with an
Lehaped bend 40 at the top, which has the purpose of
stiffening it. The Zeprofile has a center web 14 with side 55

edges 14b. Flanges 15 extend from the side edges of the
center web 14 in opposite directions from one another. The
flanges extend from the center web at an angle of ninety
degrees or more. This facilitates removal of the frame from
the die casting tool. A lip 40 can extend from the distal edge
of one or both of the flanges 15. This Z~profile 4 is produced
by means of a magnesium die casting process in a die casting
form. The cast Z-profile 4 can be removed from the die in the
simplest possible manner, namely hy separation of the upper 65

die 1 and the lower die 2 in the direction of separation 5
shown. An equally simple removal from the die is possible
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10. The frame according to claim 1, characterized in
a magnesium casting sprue is located at the side piecesk6)
or at the lower tie-rod (8) of the frame as a receptacle
back-rest adjustment device. _

5 11. A process for the production of the frame according
claim 1, characterized in that the metal body is die cast
single operation in a die without a core.

12. The process according to claim 1, characterized in
in order to achieve a multiplicity of forms, additional
slides are installed in the casting die.

7. The frame according to claim], characterized in that
into the side pieces of the frame of the seat, upholstery hooks
(17) as well as a cover for the mechanical adjustment
elements for an adjustment device for the height of the seat
are integrated.

8. The frameaccording to claim 1, characterized in that an
upholstery strap as well as support brackets (17}Jor a draw
spring of a wire mat to be installed on the frame are
integrated into the side pieces (6) of the frame.

9. The frame according to claim 1, characterized in that in 10

the upper tie-rod (7) of the frame, recesses (10) for a head
rest are provided, which include at least two cross struts
(13), which are located one below the other.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

drawbacks found ill the above-mentioned prior art scat
frames.

To accomplish this object. according to one aspect of
the invention, the present seat frame includes two right

5 and left side frame members each of substantially Z.
shaped cross-section. In the Zcshuped cross-section side
frame members. when loads are applied thereto. their
respective centers of shearing forces are to be set On

their respective webs or on the portions adjacent
thereto. with the result that no deflection will be pro-
duced in the two side frame members due to torsion.
Therefore. the side frame member of Zcshaped cross
section is advantageous in strength over frame members
of If-shaped or Lcshaped cross section.

According to another aspect of the invention, the two
right and left side frame members are formed such that
the lower flanges thereof are faced outwardly respec
tively. This enables the front and rear links of a lifter
mechanism to be rotated without interfering with the
right and left side frame members, which eliminates the
need to form holes Or notches in the flanges of the right
and left side frame members for prevention of interfer
ence. Thus, the seat frame formed of such side frame
members, as a whole, is sufficiently reliable in strength
as well as the manufacturing process thereof can be
simplified, resulting in the improved productivity.

According to still another aspect of the invention. the
front and rear links of the lifter mechanism can he pivot
ally attached directly to the two right and left frame
members, which eliminates the need for provision of
another members such as frames for arranging the lifter
mechanism as in the prior art seat frames. As a result of
this, the weight and cost of the seat frame can be re
duced.

According to yet another aspect of the invention, the
front frame of the present seat frame is provided with a
longer upper flange and thus various parts can be
mounted to this upper flange. For example, a power
motor may be mounted to the lower surface of the
upper flange and then may be connected to the opera-
tion shaft of the lifter mechanism, so that it can serve as
an electric-powered lifter.

The above and other related objects and aspects of
the invention will be apparent from a reading of the
following description of the disclosure found in the
accompanying drawings and novelty thereof pointed
out in the appended claims.

FIG. 1 is an explanatory view showing a seat frame
provided within a seat;

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a conventional seat
frame;

FIG. 3 is a perspective view of another conventional
seat frame;

FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a seat frame according
to the invention when it is mounted to slide rails
through a lifter mechanism;

FIG. 5 is a sectional view taken along the line V-V
in FIG. 4;

FIG. 6 is a sectional view taken along the line
VI-VI in FIG. 4;

FIG. 7 is a perspective view of a seat frame according
65 to the invetnion when it is mounted directly to the .

. rails without using the lifter mechanism; and,
FIG. 8 is a sectional view taken along the line VIII~

-VlIl in FIG. 7.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

SEAT FRAME FOR AUTOMOBILE SEATS

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is devised in view of the above
described circumstances in the prior art. Accordingly, it
is an object of the invention to provide a seat frame
which is improved in form to be able to eliminate the

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to a seat frame for all

automotive seat and. more particulary, to the reinforced
structure of such seat frame.

2. Description of the Prior Art 10
Generally, as shown in FIG. 1. a seat S includes a seat

frame (1) internally thereof which is formed of a rigid
body such as metal or the like. That is, the seat S com
prises the seat frame (I), a resilient member enclosing
the periphery of the seat frame (I), and a trim cover 15
assembly covering the surface thereof. . .

Conventionally, as such seat frame, there has been
frequently used a seat frame which is formed as follows:
that is, four frame materials each having a If-shaped
section, namely, comprising a web and two upper and 20
lower flanges projecting in the same direction relative
to the web are connected to one another in a quadrilat
eral form with the flanges thereof facing internally. In
this seat frame, when a lifter mechanism is equipped
internally thereof, the lower flanges come into interfer- 25
ence with the link means or leg means of the lifter mech
anism. For this reason, there are formed holes or
notches in the flanges, so that the link or leg means of
the lifter mechanism can be faced to the lower side of
the seat frame by means of such holes or notches. 30

Also, in a pan-type seat frame (1) as shown in FIGS.
2 and 3, when it is equipped with a lifter mechanism,
two frame members of an L-shaped section are respec
tively attached to the two sides of the lower portion of
the seat frame (I), and the link members (4)(5) of the 35
lifter mechanism are connected to the vertical portions
of the frame members (2), (see FIG. 2). On the other
hand, when no lifter mechanism is provided, leg mem
bers (7) are fixedly secured to the lower portions of the
two sides of the seat frame (I), so that the seat frame (1) 40
can be attached via these leg members (7) to floor-side
members such as slide rails and the like, (see FIG. 3).

In addition, such pan-type seat frame (1) is diadvanta
geous in strength, and, therefore, the side portions
thereof are reinforced, especially the side surface 45
thereof to which a reclining device is mounted is rein
forced by a reinforcing member (8).

As described above, in the prior art, the seat frame
formed of the frame materials each having a Ll-shaped
section must be formed in the flange portions thereof 50
with the holes or notches for prevention of interference
with the lifter mechanism or the like, with the result
that the seat frame is decreased in strength and involves
a complicated manufacturing process which lowers the

'productivity thereof. This type of seat frame is also 55
poor in a working efficiency due to the fact that, when
it is directly fixed to the floor-side members such as the
slide rails or the like, its upper flange stands in the way.
Also, the pan-type seat frame requires another member
for reinforcing or mounting, which increases the num- 60
ber of parts. As a result of this, the seat frame is disad
vantageous in that it is heavy in weight and expensive.

'-

, -

---
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Jinks (22), between the webs (l4a) and (ISa) of th~ two
DETAILED DSCRIPTION OF PREFERRED right and left side frame members (l4) and (15) there is

EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION journaled an operation shaft (28), 10 both ends of-.\'hich
In the drawings. reference numeral (11) designates a shaft (28) pinion gears (29) are fixed respectively] The

whole seal frame constructed in accordance with the 5 pinion gears (29) are engaged with the sector gear] (27)
present invention. This seat frame (1I) is a so-called a of the front links (22), respectively. t
quudrisecuon frame which call be: formed by COnnect- A torsion spring (28a) is wound around the ope~atjon
ing four independent frame members, that is, two front shaft (28), with one end of the spring being secured to a
and rear frame members (12) (13) and two side frame knock pin projected from the operation shaft (28) and
members (J4). (IS) to one another in a quadrilateral 10 the other end thereof being abutted against and secured
form, The two right and left side frame members (14), to the lower surface of the upper flange (lSb) qf the
(IS) of the seat frame (11) comprise upper flanges (14b), right side frame member (15), whereby the operation
(ISb) extending inwardly and lower flanges (14c), (ISe) shaft (28) is rotatably biased in one direction. Th)at is,
extending outwardly relative to the webs (140), (150) the operation shaft (28) is rotatably biased so th~t the
thereof, that is, the upper and lower flanges extend in 15 front links (22) can be risingly rotated via the pinion
the mutually opposing directions to provide a substan- gears (29) about the pivoally mounted portions thFreof
tially Z-shaped cross section. to the leg members (23). !

The front frame member (12) is formed in a channel Further, one end of the operational shaft (28) is:pro-
shape with its upper and lowerflanges (12b), (12e) both jected externally through the web (140) of the left side
extending inwardly of its web (120), the upper flange 20 frame member (14), and a lock device (30) is mounted to
02b) being formed substantially longer than the lower the projected portion of the shaft (28). ' j
flange'(j zc). The rear frame member (13) is formed ofa This lock device (30) employs a conventionallylwell
pipe material of a round section. known rotational engagement mechanism and tbus a

Also, in the seat frame (11), along the inner edges of detailed description about the lock device (30) i~ not
the upper flanges (14b), (ISh) of the right and left side 25 given here. Briefly, it comprises a device body (3qa) to
frame members (14), (15), there are provided clamp be connected to the operation shaft (28), and an opera-
piece members (16) in an opposing manner, which mem- tion lever (30b) which can be slided so as to come Qut of
bers (16) are used to mount spring members for receiv- or go into the device body (300). When the operation
ing a pad. On the external surfaces of the webs (140), lever (30b) is stored within the lock device body ('300),
(15a) of the right and left side frame members (14), (15), 30 the lock device (30) is then locked unrotatable relative
there are provided a plurality of raised engagement to a bracket (31) fixed to the outer surface of the] web
portions (17) for securing the end portions of a trim (140) of the left side frame member (14). Whert the
cover assembly when the trim cover assembly is placed operation lever (30b) is drawn out of the lock device
over the seat frame (11). Also, on the rear end portion of body (300), such locking is removed. t
the upper flange (l5b) of the right side frame (15), there 35 And, when the operation lever (30b) is pulled opt of
is erected a hinge bracket (18) to which a seat back is the lock device body (300) to thereby remove {such
connected, and, correspondingly to this, in the rear locked condition, then the torsion spring (280) resiles to
portion of the web (140) of the left side frame member rotate the operation shaft (28). This rotational nlove-
(14), there is formed a mount hole (19) for mounting a ment of the operation shaft (28) is transmitted vi? the
reclining device. 40 pinion gears (29) to the sector gears (27) of the front

The seat frame (11) is mounted to slide rails (20) fixed links (22), so that the front links (22) are rotated ip the
to the side of a vehicle floor in a manner that it can be stand-up direction thereof and at the same time th~ rear
moved vertically by means of a lifter mechanism (21). links (24) are also tisingly rotated in the stand-up direc-

The above-mentioned lifter mechanism (21) is ar- tion thereof via the associated frame members. As a
ranged as follows: that is, in the front portion of the seat 45 result of this, the seat frame (11) is moved upwardly.
frame (11), front links (22) are pivotally attached at the Thus, when the seat frame (11) reaches a desired lJOsi.
respective first ends thereof via shaft pins (220) to the tion in height, the operation lever (30b) can be stored
inside surfaces of the webs (140), (15a) of the right and within the lock device (30). In this way, the seat tfame
left side frame members (14), (15), respectively, while (11) can be adjusted in height. r
the other ends of the front links (22) are pivotally se- 50 Heretofore, the seat frame (11) according to t~e in-
cured via shaft pins (22b) to leg members (23) fixed to vention has been described on assumption that j it is
the upper surface front portions of upper rails (20a) of mounted via the lifter mechanism (21) to the slideirails
the slide rails (20), respectively. In the rear portion of (20). The seat frame (11) of the invention, however,
the seat frame (11), rear links (24) are pivotally mounted may also be mounted directly to the slide rails (20)~with
at the respective first ends thereof via shaft pins (240) to 55 no intervention of the lifter mechanism. f
the inside faces of the webs (140), (15a) of the right and That is, as shown in FIGS. 7 and 8, in this cas~, the
left side frame members (14), (15), with the other ends seat frame (11) is fixed to the upper surfaces of the tipper
of the rear links (24) being pivotally attached via shaft rails (20a) of the slide rails (20) with bolts (33) andjnuts
pins (24b) to leg members (25) fixed to the upper surface (34) through mount holes (32) formed in the respective
rear portion of the upper rails (200) of the slide rails 60 front and rear portions of the lower flanges (14c), {15e)
(20), while the central portions of the two rear links (25) of the two right and left side frame members (14),t(15).
are interconnected via a connecting rod (26) to each It should be noted here that such mounting of th~ seat
other. frame (11) can be easily realized in the above-mentioned

Also, the front links (22) are respectively provided lower flanges (14c) and (15c), because the engagement
with integrally projecting sector gears (27) centering 65 portions (17) for engagement of the trim cover asseInbly
around the pivotally connected portions of the front are provided in the webs (140) and (15a) of the righ1 and
links to the right and left side frame members (14), (15), left side frame members (14) and (15) and thus the lower
Correspondingly to the sector gears (27) of the front flanges (14c), (lSc) are exposed externally even then

f
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side frame members with no interference of the flanges
thereof and thus there is eliminted the need to form
holes or notches in the flanges of the frame members,
with the result that the seat frame of the invention is
advantageously increased in strength. At the same lime,
there is no need for provision of further members such
as frames for arrangement of the lifter mechanism and,
therefore, the seat frame of the invention can be re
duced in weight. On the other hand, in case where the

10 seat frame of the invention is not equipped with such
lifter mechanism, the seat frame can be mounted di
rectly to members on the side of the vehicle floor by
using the lower flanges of the right and left side frame
members thereof to thereby eliminate the need for pro
vision of further members such as leg members or the
like, which is advantageous in productivity and is also
effective in reducing the cost thereof. Accordingly, the
present invention provides great practical effects.

What is claimed is:
1. A seat frame. comprising:
first and second side frame members each comprising

a vertically extending web, an upper flange ele
ment integrally formed on an upper edge of said
web and a lower flange element integrally formed
along a lower edge of said web, said upper and
lower flanges projecting horizontally in opposite
directions from said web;

a front frame member welded to a forward end of
each of said side frame members. said front frame
member having a channel-shaped configuration
and including an upper flange and a lower flange,
said upper flange of said front frame member being
longer, than said lower flange of said front frame
member; and

a rear frame member welded to a rearward end of
each of said side frame members.

2. A seat frame as in claim I, wherein said upper
flange of each of said side frame members projects in
wardly relative to said web and said lower flange of
each of said side frame members projects outwardly
relative to said web.

4,673,215
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frame (11) is covered with the trim cover as-the seat
sembly.

Accordingly, in this embodiment, the lower flanges
(14e) and (15c) of the right and left side frame members
(14) and (15) are used to mount the seat frame (11) 5
directly to the slide rails (20), thereby eliminating the
need for provision of further members such as leg mem
bers or the like as in the conventional seat frames. This
is effective in improving the productivity of the seat
frame as well as reducing the cost thereof.

In the illustrated seat frame (11), although only the
right and left side frame members (14) and (15) are
formed so as to have a substantially Z-shaped cross
section, of course, the front and rear frame members
(12) and (13) may also be formed similarly in a substan- 15
tially Z-shaped cross section.

Also, in the illustrated embodiment; as described
above, the right and left side frame members (14), (15)
are coupled to the front and rear frame members (12),
(13), with the upper flanges (14b), (15b) thereof facing 20
internally and the lower flanges (14c), (15c) thereof
facing externally. However, for example, when the seat
frame (11) is mounted to slide rails which are narrow in
width and are located inwardly of the two right and left
side frame members (14), (15), the seat frame (11) may 25
be formed in a manner that the right and left side frame
members (14), (15) are reversed in direction as against
the illustrated embodiment, that iii, the upper flanges
(14b), (ISb) thereof are faced externally while the lower
flanges (14c), (15c) thereof are faced internally. Thus, 30
the seat frame (11) can be attached to the above narrow
slide rails in the internally facing lower flanges (14c),
(15c) of the side frame members thereof.

As has been discussed hereinbefore, the seat frame of
the invention is advantageous in strength, since the 35
right left side frame members thereof are respectively
formed in a substantially Z-shaped cross section with
the result that the shearing centers thereof exist in the
webs therefor or adjacent portions thereof. Also, in case
where the seat frame of the invention is provided with 40
a lifter mechanism therein, the parts of the lifter mecha
nism can respectively be attached to the right and left
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the front-lower arm portion. As a result. the strength of
the rear portion of the lower arm is increased such that
the rear portion of the lower arm is able to sufficiently
transmit a load to the vehicle floor. In addition, 1he

5 front portion of the lower arm is a lightweight member
made of, for example, light metal such as aluminum,
which has a relatively low degree of tensile strength
and compressive strength. As a result, the overall
weight of the lower arm can decrease to provide a

lightweight lower arm. j ~'f
. Furtherm...Ol'e",~~,:s:~t~ba~k~,u_~b¥th~.~.,~~~-ti9.¥.~- .~.tU
tlon_qs"Il)m~~;".~"iS!'t_b~.t;.kJ'ra=,~w..hicl:L!§integrally W
cast-formed and is fixed to the rear-lower arm portion ............","-".-=="""'""""''''''.•'''''''w==''=.,''''-"-,..'''''''' .. .;.
so as .to support an occupant; and, a woven spring mem-
ber,which is formed of elastic fibers and is anchored to
the seat back frame. In addition, the seat back frame
comprises: a vertical wall pOrllOn. which extends along
the outer perip~eryof the seat ba~k frame; ~ plurality of
spring-mounting members, which are provided inside
the vertical wall portion so as to hold the woven spring
member against the spring-mounting members; a wdrk-
ing ~ole, which is punched.between the vertical vJ,all
portion and the spring-mounting member so as to mount
the woven spring member to the seat back frame; and, a
reinforcing member, which increases the strength of ihe
spring-mounting member. j

According to the seat back with the above structure,
a bar-shaped member such as an end portion of a screw
driver is held against the working hole which] is
punched in the reinforcing member. With the tJ:ar-
shaped member used as a fulcrum, a hooking portionjon
the woven spring member can be held against an inter
locking member which is mounted to a spring-mounting
seat. This step can provide improved operation in the
combining of the woven spring member with the s:pat
back frame. Furthermore, in the seat back frame, the
spring-mounting seat and the vertical wall portion ~re,
connected together by the reinforcing member, thereby
allowing the spring-mounting members on the seat b4ck
frame to have greater strength. I

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING~
FIG. 1 is a perspective view as diagonally viewed

from the front of a seat track of a vehicle seat according
to a first embodiment of the present invention, showing

h
an assembled state of the seat track, i

FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 2+2
ofHG. I, !

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 3+3
of FIG. I, !

FIG. 4A is across-sectional view taken along the line
4A--4A of FIG. 1, illustrating a lower end portion of a
rear-reinforcing portion for the vehicle seat according
to the first embodiment of the present invention, I

FIG. 4B is a cross-sectional view taken along the Iine
4B-4B of FIG. I, showing a lower end portion or a
front-reinforcing member for the vehicle seat according
to the first embodiment of the present invention, 1

FIG. 5 is a side view illustrating an assembled statelof
a seat track for a conventional vehicle seat, {

FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view taken along line *6
~.

of FIG. 5. I I /
FIG. 7A is a perspective view seen diagonally fr9.m J /

the front of a seat back frame, which is used by ~he l!./
vehicle seat according to a second embodiment of the
present invention, [

t
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

1

SEAT FRAME-FOR A VEHICLE

BACKGROuND OF THE INVENTION

In view of the above-described fact, an object of the 4S
present invention is to provide a vehicle seat in which a
load imposed on a lower arm can be transmitted to a
vehicle floor satisfactorily and a lightweight lower ann
is achievable.

According to the present invention, the vehicle seat 50
comprises: a front-lower arm portion; and, a rear lower
ann portion, which is formed of a material having
greater tensile strength and compressive strength than
the front-lower ann portion, the rear-lower arm portion
being overlaid with the front-lower ann portion so as to 55
be fixed jointly thereto.

With the above structure according to the present
invention, a load imposed on the lower arm of the vehi
cle seat falls into three major categories: a load acting in
the rearward direction of the lower arm, which is im- 60
parted from a seat back; a tensile load, which is im
parted from a seat belt; and, a load acting in the down
ward direction of the lower ann, which is imparted by
an occupant's body weight. These loads are imposed
chiefly to the rear-lower arm portion and are then trans- 6S
mitted to the vehicle floor. The rear-lower arm portion
is formed of a material such as an iron plate, which has
greater tensile strength and compressive strength than

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to a vehicle seat for

automobiles and the like.
2. Description of the Related Art
Japanese Utility Model Application Laid-Open No.

62·111227 discloses one example ora conventional vehi- 10
de seat which is provided in automobiles and the like.

Referring to FIG. 5, a vehicle seat 70 has an upper
arm 72 and a lower ann 74, each of which is formed
from a press-formed iron product. An upper rail 76 of a
seat track 80 is fixed to the underside of the lower arm 15
74 by means of unilJustrated rivets or the like. A lower
rail 78 of the seat track 80 is anchored to a vehicle floor
(not shown) via brackets 81. A locking bracket 82 is
secured by rivets 84 to a substantially central portion of
the upper rail 76 in the longitudinal direction of the 20
upper rail 76,

As illustrated in FIG. 6, an anchoring portion 86 of a
seat belt is mounted to the lower arm 74 by portion ofa
weld bolt 73 and a nut 75, at which location a reinforc
ing member 88 is fixed by welding and the like for rein. 25
foreement. As shown in FIG. 5, the lower ann 74 is
bolted to brackets 92 and 94 by means of bolts 96 at two
points near both end portions of the lower arm 74 in the
longitudinal direction of the lower arm 74. The brackets
92 and 94 are disposed near both end portions of a cush- 30
ion frame 90 in the longitudinal direction- of the cushion
frame 90.

However, the vehicle seat 70 has a disadvantage in
that the lower arm 74 is heavy because it is formed from
a one-piece press-formed iron product. In order to over- 35
come the disadvantage, a possible construction can be
formed in which the lower arm 74 is integrally formed
of any light metal such as aluminum, which is lighter
than iron. Nevertheless, this structure still has an incon
venience in that the strength of the lower arm 74 is too 40
low to sufficiently transmit a load from the lower ann
74 to the vehicle floor.



4 I
. WA front end portion 16A of the rear-lower arm por- j ..

tion 16 reaches to a substantially central portion of the I
lower am 12 in the longitudinal direction of the vehicle]
seat 10. A rear end portion 14A of the front-lower arm I

5 portion 14 extends to the same portion ofthe lower arm I/'
12. The rear end portion 14A of the front-lower armr
portion 14 is thereby overlaid with .an outer side of the t
front end portion 16A of the rear-lower arm portion 161
in the transverse direction of the vehicle seat 10. 1

As shown in FIG. 2, the vertical wall portion 28A of!
the upper rail 28 is interposed between the front end j
portion 16A of the rear-lower ann portion 16 and the]
rear end portion 14A of the front-lower arm portion 14. !
A locking bracket 30 is held against an inner surface J
(toward the right in FIG. Z) of the front end portion I
16A of the rear-lower arm portion 16. The front end I
portion 16A of the rear-lower arm portion 16, the rear I
end portion 14A of the front-lower arm portion 14. the!
vertical wall portion 28A of the upper rail 28, and the I
locking bracket 30 are secured together by 8 rivet 33. I

Reference numbers 36, 38, and 41 in FIG. 2 represent I
a slide handle, a locking plate, and a seat track-equaliz- f
ing wire respectively. I

As illustrated in FIG. 1, a lower portion of the front-j
lower am portion 14 is overlaid with an outer side ort
the vertical wall portion 28A of the upper rail 28 in the r
transverse direction of the vehicle seat 10. A front-rein-]
forcing member 32, which is fanned of an aluminum- {
extruded material, spans between front portions 14B oft
the front-lower am portions 14 which are disposed at fboth sides of the vehicle seat 10. As can be seen fromi
FIG. 3. one end of the front-reinforcing member 32 is)
secured by a bolt 34 jointly to the front portion 14B of[
the front-lower arm portion 14 and the vertical wall}
portion 28A of the upper rail 28. The front-reinforcing]
member 32 and the rear-reinforcing member 25 have]
respective bolted portions 32A and 25A (the latter]
being unillustrated). The bolted portions 32A and 25AI
are hollow at the time of extrusion molding; however, 8j
threaded portion is then formed around an inner surfacel
of each of the bolted portions 32A and 25A by way oft
after-processing.!

As shown in FIG. I, the lower arms 12 disposed at]
both sides of the vehicle seat 10 are connected together]
via the from-reinforcing member 32 and the rear-rein-]
forcing member 25, thereby forming a frame structure.]
Referring to FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B, a lower end portion1
of the rear-reinforcing member 25 is processed to formf
a planar surface having a small cross-section in thick-]
ness. A lower end portion of the front-reinforcing mem-]
ber 32 is processed to form a groove having a substan-l
tially U-shaped cross-section. With this treatment.]
hooking members 48, which are fixed at both terminalj
end portions of a seat cover 46. can be anchored to the!

55 respective end portions of the rear-reinforcing memberj
25 and the front-reinforcing member 32. Furthermore.]
as seen from FIG. 1, cut-out-uprising portions 42 are!'
provided in a predetermined place on respective inned
surfaces of the front-lower ann portion 14, the: rear-]
lower ann portion 16, and the locking bracket 30, AJ,
frame portion 40A for seat springs 40 is held against thel
cut-out-uprising portions 42. I

The operations of the present embodiment will now;
be described. {

With the above structure according to the present!
embodiment, a load imposed on the lower arm 12 of the;
vehicle seat 10 falls into three major categories: a load!
acting in the rear direction of the lower arm 12, WhiCh!

I
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

3
FIG. 7B is a partially partial cross-sectional perspec

tive view of a seat back frame shown in of FIG. 7A,
FIG. 8 is a cross-sectional view of a seat back frame

showing a state of mounting a woven spring member to
the seat back frame,

FIG. 9 is a descriptive illustration for mounting a
woven spring member to the seat back frame, which is
used by the vehicle seat according to the second em
bodiment of the present invention,

FIG. 10 is a perspective 'view seen diagonally from 10
the front of the woven spring member of the vehicle
seat according to the second embodiment of the present
invention,

FIG. 11 is a perspective view seen diagonally from
the front of a seat back frame of a vehicle seat according 15
to another embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 12 is a perspective view seen diagonally from
the front of a seat back frame of a conventional vehicle
seat,

FIG. 13 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 20
13-13 of FIG. 12,

FIG. 14 is a perspective view seen diagonally from
the front of a seat back frame for another type of a
conventional vehicle seat, and 25

FIG. 15 is a cross-sectional view taken along line
15-15 of FIG. 14.

A first embodiment of a vehicle seat according to the 30
present invention will now be described with reference
to FIGS. 1 to 4.

Referring to FIG. 1, each lower arm 12 for a vehicle
seat 10 according to the first embodiment is formed 35
with: a front-lower arm portion 14, which forms a front
portion of the lower arm 12; and, a rear-lower arm
portion 16, which forms a rear portion of the lower arm
12. the rear-lower ann portion 16 is a member such as a
press-formed iron plate, which has relatively great ten- 40
sile strength and compressive strength. The front-lower
arm portion 14 is a relatively lightweight member, for
example, a press-formed product of light metal such as
aluminum.

At a rear end portion of the rear-lower arm portion 45
16, components such as a ratchet 18, a pole 20, a spring
22, and a handle 24 are mounted to functionally serve as
a reclining mechanism. A rear-reinforcing member 25 is
formed of an aluminum-extruded material. Both end
portions of the rear-reinforcing member 25 are bolted 50
by bolts 27 to lower points of the rear end portions of
the rear-lower am portions 16 which are disposed at
both sides of the vehicle seat 10. The rear-reinforcing
member 2S thereby spans the rear end portions of both
of the rear-lower ann portions 16.

A lower end portion of the rear-lower arm portion 16
is fixed by rivets 29 to a vertical wall portion 28A of an
upper rail 28. The upper rail 28 and a lower rail.23 form
a seat track 21. A base portion 28B of the upper rail 28
is swingably held against the lower rail 23 which is 60
anchored to an unillustrated vehicle floor. On the rear
lower arm portion 16 which is disposed at the right of
the vehicle seat 10, a lap belt 26 is mounted at a substan
tially central portion of the rear-lower ann portion 16 in
thelongitudinaJ direction of the vehicle seat 10, A 65
lower end portion of the lap belt 26 is secured jointly to
the vertical wall portion 28A of -the upper rail 28 and
the rear-lower am portion 16 by means of a bolt 31.
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A base portion I~A of the seat back.. frame IJ¥1
which supports the head, back, and waist of an occu
pant, includes: a frame portion 120; and; a plurality pf
beam portions 122, which span between opposite sidps
of the frame portion 120 in the transverse direction bf
the seat back 110. A vertical wall portion 124, which
protrudes in the forward direction of-the seat back IIp,
is fanned on the outer periphery of the frame portion
120. Flanges 123 are formed along edge portions of the
beam portions 122 on the inner periphery of the frame
portion 120. Without interruption, the flanges 123
project at a substantially constant height in the forward
direction of the seat back 110. The height L of the verti
cal wan portion 124~s steeply at successively
greater distancestow~head restraint portion 114
from the_J:e~lining mechanism-mounting portion Ui6.
The veitic<!\.,.wall portion 124 then achieves its maxi
mum heighf Ll at a location thereof which represents
the waist o~.. n occupant. Thereafter, height L gradua(.IY
lessens as t e head restraint portion 114 is approached.
When the [ead restraint portion 114 is reached, height
L is at mjrrimum L2. f

A pair of cover.fixing,gI]?.Qves 125 are formed ?n
portions of the vertical wall portion 124 of the seat bark
frame 112 other than the head restraint portion 124. The
cover-fixing groove 125 isf~by an" end portion of
the vertical wall portion 124 be~=into a V-shape
in an outward ~irection of the- s @Rle 1i~. ~s
shown in FIG.' 8; a plate-shaped interlocking stop
127A, which is secured to an end portion of a cover 12
for the seat back 110, is held against the cover-fixing
groove 125. I

Referring back to FIQ,7A,_,a side frame 126 is inte
grally formed ",,_ith_theseatbaCk/r:me 112 in the vicin
ity of maximum __height Ll of the vertical wall portion
124. The sid,~_ fr<iln~_126 is of a lateral t:I~~J.?_~p'e ~h,bn
viewed from-the sicle.t_~_~r.~gf!.._~rt~_.~curvedportion [of
the side frame 126 directed in the forward direction [of
the seat back 110. ' ",-'j

In addition, as illustrated in FIG. 11, the side frame
126 may 8lso be separable from thd seat back frame riz.
In this case, the side frame 126 is formed as a bar mein
ber made of metal such as alu~num or magnesium. P~ns
126A are fanned at opposite end portions of the side
frame 126 so as to be inserted through mounting holes
113 which are provided in the seat back frame 112.l,\.n
end portion of a mounting leg 126B, which extends
from a substantially central portion of the side frame
126, is then bolted into a threaded hole 117 of the stat

50 back frame 112 by means of a bolt 115. I
Referring back to FIG. 7A, a plurality of spring-

mounting seers.tsn are provided on the frame portijbn
120 of the base portion 112A of the seat back frame Ip.
Being spaced atpred,etermined interval's along the vejti
cal waIl portion 124,thespring-mountin-g-seats 130 are
formed on p0rti?1}~ofthe __seat-back ,frame 112 other
than the head E~gLO;ill}_!J~g.!::tio~_114.The'spring_moupt
ing seats'1--30~integrally"formed with the seat back
fr~eI12. -~-- t

As can be seen from FIG. 7B, a bolt hole 140 is Io
cated at a SUbstantially central portion of the sPriI?-g~

mounting seat 130. A threaded portion is formed arou:nd
a inner circumferential surface of the bolt hole 140.l\s
shown in FIG. 8, a fluted bolt 142 is engaged into jhe
threaded portion. 1

As illustrated in FIG. 10, a seat back cushion member
is formed by using elastic fibers, as a woven spring
member 144. At each end portion of the woven spring

I

Next, a seat back used on the vehicle seat according
to the present invention will be described with refer
ence to FIGS. 7A to 10.

Referring to FIG. 7A, a seat back frame 112 used on \
8 seat back 110 of the vehicle seat according to the 55
present embodiment is a high-back type, provided with
a head restraint portion 114. The seat back frame 112 is
molded out of metal including aluminum, magnesium,
etc., by casts such as a die cast or the like.

A pair of reclining mechanism-mourting portions 116 r60
are provided at opposite lower-end portions of the seat
back 110 in the transverse direction of the seat back 110.
Each of the reclining mechanism-mounting portions
116 has mounting holes 118 for the insertion of bolts and
nuts, both or~WhlCha"r'e-l:lnillustrated.The seat back 110 65
is mounted to a reclining ~dlai1ism"(not"showri}"\VhiGh
is disposed.,_l __ ~_ .rear "portion-of-arr-unillustrated seat
cushion by:.means,oCthe 'above-noted bolts and nuts.

_./../ ---.....-.-......_~-__~~~._.'2;;-~.".

5
is imparted from a seat back via a reclining mechanism:
a tensile load, which is imparted from a seat belt via the
lap belt 26; and, a lead.acting in the downward direction
of the lower arm 12, which is imparted by an occupant's
body weight via the seat springs 40. These loads are 5
imparted chiefly to a rear portion of the lower arm 12.
i.e., the rear-lower arm portion 16, and are then trans
mitted to a vehicle floor. The rear-lower arm portion
16, which is an iron plate member, thus acquires greater
tensile strength and compressive strength, thereby al- 10
lowing a load imposed on the rear-lower arm portion 16
to be transmitted to the vehicle floor satisfactorily. In
addition, a front portion of the lower arm 12, i.e., the
front-lower ann portion 14 is less sensitive to the above
described loads, and is formed of a light metal such as 15
aluminum which has less tensile strength and compres
sive strength. The overall weight of the lower arm 12
can thereby be lessened to achieve a lightweight lower
arm 12.

Furthermore, according to the present embodiment, 20
the vertical wall portion 28A of the upper rail 28 eXM

tends upward so as to be fixed directly to the front
lower arm portion 14. the rear-lower arm portion 16,
the front-reinforcing member 32, and the rear-reinforc
ing member 25 by means of rivets 33 and 29 and bolts 34 25
and 27. As a result, an entire outline of these members is
formed into a rectangular shape, thereby allowing con
ventional cushion frames to be eliminated. Further
more, a conveniently assembled structure is achieved by
a step of bolting the front-reinforcing member 32 and 30
the rear-reinforcing member 2S .to adjacent members
thereof. In addition, according to the present embodi
ment, the respective end portions of the front-reinforc
ing member 32 and the rear-reinforcing member 25 are
processed to form a groove having a substantially U~ 35
shaped cross-section or a planar surface having a small
cross-section in thickness. Both terminal end portions of
a seat cover can thereby be fixed to the respective end
portions of the front-reinforcing member 32 and the
rear-reinforcing member 25. This processing eliminates 40
a cover-setting plate 99 for fixing a terminal end portion
of a seat cover, as shown in FIG. 5, which is provided
in conventional constructions. As a consequence, a
lightweight product which has greatly fewer compo-
nents and involves less cost is now achievable. 45

The above structure according to the present inven
tion provides improved operations in which a load im
parted on the lower arm can sufficiently be transmitted
to the vehicle floor. A lighter lower ann can also be
attaineel.

_IV/.~/{'\/
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The present embodiment uses the seat back frame 112 f
of a high-back type which is provided with a head re- !
straint portion 114. In lieu thereof, a low-back type seat l
back frame having a separable head restraint portion 1
may also be used. 1

The above-described structure according to the pres- t
ent invention provides improved operations in which:!
the woven spring member can be combined more oper- I
atively with the seat back frame; and, spring-mounting }
members on the seat back frame can acquire increased j
strength. I

What is claimed is: 1
1. A seat frame for a vehicle comprising: r

• J
a front-lower arm; l.
a~t.e~r~l?wer.-anp, w~ich is ~ormed ofa material h~....- t

mg greater tensile. strength and compressrve j
strength than said front-lower arm, said rear-lower 1
arm being overlaid with-said' front-lower arm 'so as i
to be fIXC~d jointly to said front-lower aIj{h;',,_!

-' a Se-at back fr~me,'which-is integrally cast-formed and I)
is fixed to said rear-lower arm so as to support an ,! ,
occupant; and, / J

a woven spring member, which is formed of elastic J
fibers and is secured to said seat back frame, I

wherein said seat back frame comprises: I
a vertical wall portion, which extends along a pe- 1

riphery of said seat back frame; I
a plurality of spring-mounting members which are j

disposed inside said vertical wall portion so as to t
engage with said woven spring member; and }

a reinforcing member, which connects said vertical 1
wall portion. and each of said spring-mounting t
members for reinforcing the spring-mounting i
members, I

a hole, which is used to mount said woven spring!
member on said seat back frame, being provided!
in said reinforcing member between said vertical]
::~:e~~ion and each of said spring-mounting f

2. A seat frame for a vehicle according to claim 1,f
wherein a rear end portion of said front-lower arm isr
secured to a front end portion of said rear-lower arm by!
means of arivet.!

3. A seat frame for a vehicle according to claim 1'1
wherein said front-lower arm is a press-formed light]
metal product. J

4. A seat frame for a vehicle according to claim I, f
wherein said rear-lower arm is a press-formed iron plate!
product. f

5. A seat frame for a vehicle according to claim t,l
wherein said front-lower arm is formed by. a pair on
front-lower ann members, and said rear-lower arm isl
formed by a pair of rear-lower arm members, j

a front-reinforcing member being provided at a vicin-]
ity of a front end portion of said pair of front-lower]
arm members, and connecting said pair of front-]
lower ann members; and l

a rear-reinforcing member being provided at a vicin-I
ity of a rear end portion of said pair of rear-lowed
arm members, and connecting said pair of rear-]
lower arm members, :

wherein a lower frame member is formed by said]
front-lower arm, said rear-lower arm, said front-]
reinforcing member, and said rear-reinforcing]
member. . j

6. A seat frame for a vehicle according to claim 5,)
wherein said front-reinforcing member is bolted to said]
pair of front-lower arm members. I

i
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member 144 in the transverse direction thereof, a
spring-mounting bracket 146, which is made of a hard
steel wire, is mounted thereto by way of stitching or
welding. Referring to FIG. 9, the spring-mounting
brack~t 146 is provided with an interlocking portion 5
146A, which is bent into a Ll-shape at a predetermined
distance in a direction opposite from the woven spring
member 144. A portion of the woven spring member
144, which is opposite the interlocking portion 146A, is
clipped in a rectangular form in a direction opposite 10
from the interlocking portion 146A, thereby forming a
notched portion 146A. In addition, as shown in FIG. 8,
the interlocking portion 146A of the spring-mounting
bracket 146 is held against a fluted portion 142A of the
fluted belt 142.

As illustrated in FIG. 8, a first hub portion 132 is
integrally formed with the spring-mounting seat 130
and the vertical wall portion 124 so as to connect there
between. The first hub portion 132 thereby serves as a
reinforcing member. The first hub portion 132 has an 20
arc-shaped cross-section which draws a gradually con
vex curve in the downward direction of the seat back
frame 112. Referring to FIG. 7B, a working hole 134 is
punched at a substantially central portion of the first
hub portion 132: The working hole 134 has a concave 25
portion having a rectangular cross-section. In addition,
a second hub portion 136 is integrally formed with the
spring-mounting seat 130 and a flange 123 so as to con
nect therebetween. __

Next, the operation of the seat back in the present 30
embodiment will be described.

Referring to FIG. 9, according to the present aspect
of the above-described structure, a bar-shaped member
such as an end portion 148A of a screw driver 148 is
inserted through the interlocking portion 146A of the 35
spring-mounting bracket 146 of the woven spring mem
ber 144. The end portion 148A of the screw driver 148
is further inserted into the working hole 134 of the first
hub portion 132 so as to be held against the working
bole 134. In this state (as illustrated in FIG. 9), the 40
screw driver 148 is rotated in an outward direction of
the seat back frame 112 (in a direction of arrow A), with
the end 'portion 148A of the screw driver 148 used as a
fulcrum. As shown in FIG. 8, the interlocking portion
146A of the spring-mounting bracket 146 can thereby 45
be easily held against the fluted portion 142A of the
fluted bolt 142, which is screwed in the spring-mount
ing seat 130, independently of a tensile force from the
woven spring member 144. This step provides im
proved operativity in the combining of the woven 50
spring member 144 with the seat back frame 112.

In addition, in the seat back frame 112, the spring
mounting seat 130 and the vertical wall portion 124 are
connected together by the first hub portion 132, thereby
allowing the spring-mounting seat 130 On the seat back 55
frame 112 to acquire greater strength.

Furthermore, according to the present embodiment,
no holes are formed in an outer wan surface of the seat
back frame 112, unlike a configuration with a cut-out
uprising portion for serving as a spring-interlocking 60
portion 182, as shown in FIG. 14. Therefore, the seat
back frame 112 can be designed to expose the outer wall
surface thereof without detractinK~rable
ap~additio~tothe presente1l

,aiment, the seat back frame 112 is cast-formed,
'thereby allowing the spring-mounting seat 130 to be
positioned freely and providing the woven spring mem,

r with an appropriate tensile force.
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a seat back frame, which is cast-formed and is fixed to
a rear-lower am portion so as to support an occu
pant; and,

a woven spring member, which is formed of elastic
fibers and is fixed to said seat back frame,

wherein said seat back frame comprises:
a vertical wall portion, which extends along a pe

riphery of said seat back frame;
a plurality of spring-mounting seats, which are'

disposed inside said vertical wall portion and
mount interlocking members to said spring.
mounting seats, so that said woven spring mem
ber engages with said interlocking members;
and.

a reinforcing member, which connects said vertical
wall portion and each of said spring-mounting
seats, for reinforcing said spring-mounting seats,

a hole, which is used to mount said woven spring
member on said seat back frame, being provided in
said reinforcing member between said vertical wall
portion and each of said spring-mounting seats.

17. A seat frame for a vehicle according to claim 16,
wherein said woven spring member has hooking mem
bers at opposite end portions thereof in a transverse

25 direction of said woven spring member, said hooking
members engaging with said interlocking members.

18. A seat frame for a vehicle according to claim 17,
wherein said hooking members are a metal wire.

19. A seat frame for a vehicle according to claim 17.
30 wherein said hooking members are sewed or welded to

said woven spring member.
20. A seat frame for a vehicle according to claim 16,

wherein said reinforcing member is integrally formed
with said vertical wall portion and each of said spring

35 mounting seats, said reinforcing member having said
hole at a SUbstantially central portion thereof.

21. A seat frame for a vehicle according to claim 16,
wherein each of said spring-mounting seats has an inter
locking member-mounting hole, each of said interlock

40 ing members being provided in said interlocking mem
ber-mounting hole so as to be freely engaged therein... .. . . .

9
7. A seat frame for a vehicle according to claim 6,

wherein one end of said front-reinforcing member is
formed with a groove having a substantially Ucshaped
cross-section, a terminal end portion of a seat cover,
which forms a covering for said vehicle seat, being fixed 5
to said groove.

8. A seat frame for a vehicle according to claim 5,
wherein said rear-reinforcing member is bolted to said
pair of rear-lower ann members.

9. A seat frame for a vehicle according to claim 8, 10
wherein one end of said rear-reinforcing member is
formed with a planar surface having a thin cross-sec
tion, a terminal end portion of a seat cover, which forms
a covering for said vehicle seat, being fixed to said
planar surface.

10. A seat frame for a vehicle according to claim I,
wherein each of said spring-mounting members has an
interlocking member which engages with said woven
spring member.

11. A seat frame for a vehicle according to claim 10, 20
wherein each of said spring-mounting members has a
spring-mounting seat to which said interlocking mem
ber is mounted.

12. A seat frame for a vehicle according to claim II,
wherein said woven spring member has hooking mem
bers at opposite end portions thereof in a transverse
direction of said woven spring member, each of said
booking members engaging with said spring-mounting
seats.

13. A seat frame for a vehicle according to claim 11,
wherein said reinforcing member is integrally formed
with said vertical wall portion and said spring-mounting
seat.

14. A seat frame for a vehicle according to claim 13,
wherein said reinforcing member has said hole at a
substantially central portion thereof.

15. A seat frame for a vehicle according to claim II,
wherein said spring-mounting seat has an interlocking
member-mounting hole, said interlocking member being
provided in said interlocking member-mounting hole so
as to be freely engaged therein.

16. A seat frame for a vehicle comprising:

45

50
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(for only the specification of Japanese Laid-Open U.M. Pub. No. 57-81662)1

1. Title of Invention :

Seat Back Frame Structure

2. Scope of Claim for Utility Model registration:

A seat back frame structure formed from a synthetic resin mated£ll, characterized in! that

a boss portion (8) i~ defined integrally in an U;;;~ part of seat back frame, wherein sJ,id

boss portion is formed with an headrest stay insertion area opened in the upper side thereof.l

I
(Translator's note: the designation (8) is inserted for clarity, because the wordinJ "boss

1
portion" does not appear in the detailed descriptions hereinafter, but it only appears at t~e last

i
I

portion of this specification on Page 5 relating to the explanation of reference numeralslin the
!

figures, which reads as follows" numeral (8) refers to a boss portion which forms the h~adrest
j

guide portion". So, the boss portion corresponds to the headrest guide portion (8 or 18) defined
I

in the descriptions.) !
'I,

3. Detailed Description of the Invention

f
The present invention relates to a seat back structure formed from a synthetiq resin

r
material, which is adapted for use in vehicle seat unit. !

j

In forming a seat back frame for vehicle seat unit, there has been increasing dema~ds for

its weight reduction, mass production and cost diminishment. To meet such demands, !it has
I

been proposed to employ a synthetic resin material for producing the seat back frame. A itypical
I

example of the synthetic resin material includes a fiber reinforced plastics containing elongated
I
~

.{,
1
j



type wherein a headrest can be installed in a vertically adjustable manner.

of the seat back frame itself as well as an increase of parts and fittings therefor.

Hereinafter, description will be made of

invention, with reference to the annexed drawings.
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fibers therein, such as glass fibers. I
Among the knoVo(n seat back frames of this kind, there has been a seat back frame !Of the

!
Fig. 5 show~ such

t
type of conventional seat back frame (50) including a headrest mounting portion whichallbws a

headrest (54) to be installed therein. This headrest mounting portion is defined by inttgrallY

bonding a separate guiqe member (53) of generally channel cross-section, as by fusin~, to

the upper area of backrest plate section (51) of the seat back frame. The backrese plate
1

section is surrounded by an upstanding piece (52) which erects in a direction forwardly lof the
1

seat back frame. T~is conventional headrest mounting portion, however, has suffered from a

high cost raise since it requires forming of such separate body of guide member (53) and Jlabor
(,

for bonding it to the seat back frame, which results in a troublesome and complicated asse~blage
I

I
In order to avoid the foregoing drawbacks of conventional seat back frame, we havel made

~
the present invention, and the purpose thereof is to provide a seat back frame structurewherein a

!

r
headrest guide is integra,lIy formed in a seat back frame, thereby eliminating the steps of bpnding

I

the headrest guide to the frame so as to achieve reduction of parts and costs involved. ~
I
t

one preferred embodiment of the i=lresent
I

I
}
l

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a seat frame. Designation (1) denotes a seat cushion
1

frame. This seat cushion frame (1) is provided with a seat cushion (2) on the! upper
1

surface thereof and alsq provided with a pair of seat rails (3) (3) laterally of the bottoi]1 side
f

thereof. Designation (5) denotes a seat back frame which is operatively connected] via a
(

reclining device (4) with the seat cushion frame (1).

In forming the STat back frame (5), a base material used is a fiber reinforced ~Iastics
s,

containing therein elongated fibers such as glass fibers. In operation, for instance, a st~mping

f
may be employed to fo~ and shape such fiber reinforced plastics material into a given s~ape of

seat back frame. The seat back frame (5) so formed has a generally flat body (6) ~nd an

upstanding piece (7) ~efined in the upper, left and right sides of the body (6). I The
. I

upstanding piece (7) projects from the body (6) in a direction forwardly of the frame (5) !and is
. .

~
I
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1
not defined in the lower side of that body (6). That is, both generally flat body (6) and

.!

upstanding piece (7) are fomred integrally together, such that the projected piece I (7)
t

continously extend along the upper, left and right edges of the body (6), thus circumsbbing
)~

!
those edges to assume an inverted-U-shaped configuration.,

In the upper portion (7a) of the thus-formed upstanding piece (7), a headrest! guide
I

.portion (8) is integrally formed such as to be disposed midway in the longitudinal directlonlof the
f

upper portion (7a). According to the illustrated embodiment, the headrest guide portiqn (8)

protrudes in a direction forwardly of the frame (5), having a solid body whose thickness i~ equal
. I

to the width of upper portion (7a). Further, the headrest guide portion (8) is situated! at the
f

upper area of generally flat body (6) and adjoins integrally to that particular body (6) ard the

upper portion (7a) . The headrest guide portion (8) includes: an insertion hole I(Ba)
;1

opened in the upper portion (Za) of upstanding peice (7); a space (Bb) which is defined
I

below the insertion hole (Ba) and commnuicates therewith; and a hole (Bd) formed lin the

*bottom wall (Be). The insertion hole (Ba) and the hole (Bd) are respectively situated at the
t

upper and lower sides of headrest guide portion (8). One opening (Be) is defined rea!\wardly
j

of the insertion hole (8a), and another opening (Bt) also defined rearwardly of the hole! (Bd) .
!

Those two openings (Be) (8f) are so defined as to face to both foreward and rearward sjdes of
1

headrest guide portion (8). In addition, still another opening (8g) is defined in the forward
t

side of headrest gUide porton (8). Thus, it is seen that one set of the openings (Be) (8l) and
j

the aforesaid opening (8g) are respectively situated rearwardly and forwardly of the headrs/ guide
I

portion (8). All thosj! openings (Be) to (8g) communicate with the space (Bb). IBut,
I

the purpose of those openins (Be) to (8g) is merely to facsiliate the ease of removing dids from
I

the resultant seat back frame, and thus, they should not necessarily be formed.1 An
t

adjustment stopper elemrnt (9), such as a resilient stopper spring, is securely attached ion the
J

right and left innerwalls of headrst guide portion where the space (Bb) is defined, or attached on
[

at least one of those tv.(o inner walls. A stay (1Oa) of headrest (1D), which is i$serted
I

through the insertion hole (Ba) , space (Bb) and lower hole (Bd), is formed with notches
I

(1Db ..J in both lateral sides thereof. Since the notches (1Db..J may be selectively e~gaged

over the aforesaid adjustment stopper element (9), it is possible to adjustably lock the h~adrest
I
f

I
l

tr.



(10) at a desired level.

f
and rj'lay be

i
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j\

The above-consfructed seat back frame (5) is covered with a cushion materi~1 and
1

upholstery on both forward and rearward sides thereof as well as on the peripheral latera! sides

thereof, whereupon a seat back is obtained.
f

Fig. 4 shows another alternative embodiment, according to which, the whole of se~t back
f

frame (15) is so formrd to assume an inverted-U-shaped shape having an opening formed
1

centrally thereof, whereby there is produced a seat back frame body (16). The sei:jt back
j

frame body (16) is thu~ formed with a pair of vertically extending right and left frame m~mbers
!

(16b) (16b) and provided with a separate crossbar member (17) securely connected b$tween

the two lower end portions respectively of those two frame members (16b). An upper cr,bssbar
f

member (16a) is so integrally formed in the frame body (16) as to bride over two upp~r end
}

portions respectively of the two frame members (16b). A headrest guide portion (h 8) is,

integrally formed in such upper crossbar member (16a). The headrest guide portion !(18)
I

has a space area (18a) defined therein, which provides openings in the upper, forwa~d and
I

rearward sides of the headrest guide portion. A holder (21), which has a flange portion
. J

(21a) formed at the upper end thereof, is inserted and secured in the space area (18a)i. It

is so arranged that a st~y (20a) of headrest (20) is inserted in the holder (21)

adjustably moved therein in the vertical direction thereof.
i

While having described the embodiments of the present invention, it is of course pos~ible to
f

modify the specific structure of the headrest gUide portion in any other desired manne~. For
t

example, the adjustment stopper element may not be provided in the headrest guide portion, and
I

instead thereof, such embodiment as in Fig. 4 may be adapted. i
As appreciated from the foregoing descriptions, in accordance with the present inJention,

t
the headrest guide portion is integrally formed in the seat back frame, and therefore, there is

:1

eliminated the conventional need for mounting a separate headrest guide portion in the fra~e, so
i

that it is possible to reduce the assembling steps and achieve an easy production of resulti~g seat

back. Further, in a~dition to Qiminishing the number of required parts and costs inv~lved,
there may be many advantageous aspects attained, not to mention an increased stJuctural

strength of frame due to the integral formation of the headrest guide portion and incidental !weight
I
I
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reduction of frame.

4. Brief Description of the Drawings

The annexed drawings show preferred embodiments by way of example. Fig. !1 is a

perspective view of seat frame; Fig. 2 is a vertically sectional view of a headrest gUide pO~ion in
I

a seat back frame; Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view taken from the Fig. 2; Fig. 4 is a
1

perspective view of another alternative embodiment; Fig. 5 is a perspective view of conventional
I

. I

seat back frame; and Fig. 6 is a cross-sectional view taken from the Fig. 5. !

I
In the figures, numeral (5) refers to a seat back frame, numeral (8) refers to a

f

boss portion which forms the headrest guide portion,

numeral (10a) refers to a stay of the headrest.

numeral (10) refers to a headres£, and

I

I
!
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